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Response Tracking Number:  00221-00-00  RAI: 3.2.2.1.3.3-007 

RAI:  Volume 3, Chapter 2.2.1.3.3, First Set, Number 7:  

Transport in the NFC model is calculated using a plug flow approximation. 
Provide technical bases that demonstrate using average hydraulic properties in the 
NFC model appropriately captures the variability and uncertainty in seepage 
water compositions expected in the repository environment. Consider the impact 
of variable flow rates on potentially aggressive seepage water chemistry as 
influenced by water residence times and feldspar dissolution rates. 

Basis:  Transport through the NFC model domain is modeled using a plug flow 
approximation. This approach treats the TSw as a homogeneous 200-m thick 
column with properties averaged from the four TSw repository host units 
(weighted average based on thickness). This approach includes combining and 
averaging matrix and fracture hydrologic properties and ignores the possibility of 
fast flow, via fractures, through the model domain. As a result, the range of 
residence times predicted by the model may not appropriately capture the 
potential range in water residence times in the repository environment. The 
residence time directly affects the amount of feldspar that dissolves in seepage 
water, which in turn affects the compositional range and corrosivity of seepage 
water. 

1. RESPONSE 

The effective residence time approximation in the near-field chemistry (NFC) model is used with 
average hydraulic properties and variable flow rates, and implemented with a plug-flow 
calculation, to appropriately represent the variability and uncertainty in seepage water 
composition. The response emphasizes the role of the active fracture model (AFM) to represent 
fast pathways in simulations that support the NFC model, and presents corrected simulations that 
demonstrate the extent of fracture-matrix interaction in the host rock. Numerical simulations of 
tracer transport using the AFM, over a range of percolation flux, are used to calibrate the 
effective transport velocity (implemented in a plug-flow calculation) that controls the extent of 
water-rock interaction in the NFC model.  

The original simulations using the FEHM code are compared to corrected simulations developed 
using T2R3D V. 1.4 (used with TOUGH2 V. 1.6), a process-level simulator that was also used to 
support the unsaturated zone (UZ) transport model for the performance assessment (SAR 
Section 2.3.8.4.2). These results show that the plug-flow feature of the NFC model, when 
calibrated to numerical results that include rapid breakthrough behavior at higher percolation 
flux values, is a reasonable approximation for the effective residence time or transport velocity 
of solute in waters percolating through the host rock. Using the breakthrough curves based on the 
T2R3D representation of flow, the potential range in water residence times and the associated 
range in composition of seepage water are represented. 

Other sources of variability and uncertainty in the NFC model are also propagated in the total 
system performance assessment for the license application (TSPA-LA) through use of ranges for 
host-rock thermal conductivity, feldspar dissolution rate, and thermal history associated with 
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location in the repository. These features of the model are discussed in more detail in the 
response to RAI: 3.2.2.1.3.3-002. 

1.1 REPRESENTATION OF FAST PATHWAYS  

The unsaturated zone flow model is described in  SAR Section 2.3.2, particularly flow through 
the TSw unit (SAR Section 2.3.2.2.1.3), fracture-matrix interaction (SAR Section 2.3.2.2.2.1), 
effects from major faults (SAR Section 2.3.2.2.2.2), and isotopic evidence 
(SAR Section 2.3.2.3.4.3). The section on flow focusing (SAR Section 2.3.2.2.2.3) observes that 
while focusing of fracture flow occurs throughout the host rock and is not limited to major faults, 
the distribution of focused flow paths in the unfaulted regions is relatively uniform. This is based 
on measurements of average liquid saturation and in situ water potential, which exhibit limited 
variability throughout the host rock. Thus, it is appropriate to represent the unsaturated zone as a 
layered, porous (dual-permeability) medium with uniform properties within rock units. 

The existence of preferential fracture flow pathways throughout the host rock is represented in 
the UZ flow model using a dual-permeability (DKM) approach, with preferential flow through a 
subset of the total fracture population represented by the AFM. The DKM approach allows 
disequilibrium of water potential in fractures relative to the nearby rock matrix. The AFM 
represents gravity-dominated, nonequilibrium, preferential liquid water flow in fractures, similar 
to fingering in unsaturated porous media. These focusing effects are represented in the 
simulations used in calibrating the NFC model effective residence times, which is important 
because the effects realistically increase the velocity of fracture flow and decrease the interfacial 
area for fracture-matrix interaction. 

1.2 AFM SIMULATIONS FOR THE NFC MODEL 

Numerical simulations of tracer transport in the fractured host rock were used for calibrating the 
effective residence time approximation implemented in the NFC model. This approximation 
represents residence time of the solute in potential seepage water, rather than the water itself. 
Plug-flow is an aggregation of fast and slow pathways that implies physical and chemical 
equilibrium between the pathways. However, for the NFC model, “plug-flow” is implemented by 
choosing a percolation flux that produces the effective residence time calculated from numerical 
transport simulations. The residence time for solvent water in the fractures is less than the 
effective residence time for solute, and the residence time for solvent water in the rock matrix is 
greater than the effective residence time for solute.  

If inflowing fracture water at the top of the column were assigned the same composition as water 
in the matrix, then no compositional changes would occur in the column, and no breakthrough 
would be observed at the bottom. The breakthrough time thus expresses the average latency that 
occurs for any difference in composition of the inflowing water. The latency is caused by direct 
migration of solute into and out of the rock matrix, and is represented by the residence time, 
which approximates the time spent in the rock matrix. It also represents the water–rock 
interaction time available for solutes that originate in the matrix and diffuse into the fractures. 
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In a slowly varying system that has achieved a dynamic steady state, the fracture and matrix 
water compositions are locally constant (but may vary with depth).  Considering a small control 
volume containing matrix and fractures, the local production of solutes such as Na+ and K+ in the 
matrix is transported by diffusion to the fractures. Conversely, if a different solute such as Ca2+ is 
provided by fracture flow from above, the net solute influx to the fracture volume, i.e., influx 
minus outflux, is transported by diffusion to the matrix. The residence time for the control 
volume then corresponds to the average duration of transport from matrix and fractures (or vice 
versa) at the local, steady rate of production (or rate of net influx). The residence time for the 
column is obtained by integrating along the flow path. This situation is analogous to the effective 
residence time as represented in the NFC model, assuming the local compositions of fracture and 
matrix waters to be in quasi-steady state (but not necessarily in chemical equilibrium). The local 
rate of solute production in the matrix (or net solute influx in fractures) varies slowly with the 
local temperature, and with percolation flux. 

The transport simulations described in SAR Section 2.3.5.3 were performed using FEHM 
V. 2.24 in a manner similar to one-dimensional validation cases used in support of the 
abstraction of unsaturated zone transport for the TSPA-LA (SAR 2.3.8.5; SNL 2008, Figures 7-2 
to 7-7). Description of the original FEHM simulations used to develop the NFC model is 
provided in SAR Sections 2.3.5.3.2 and 2.3.5.3.3, as well as the model report (SNL 2007a, 
Sections 6.3.2.3 and 6.3.2.4.4). This response presents simulations using the T2R3D code, that 
correct recently discovered errors with specification of fracture spacing, aperture, and 
permeability in the implementation of the AFM in the original FEHM runs.  In Section 1.3 the 
impact on the predicted composition of fracture waters is evaluated by implementing the 
breakthrough curves based on the T2R3D representation of flow and transport. This results in 
changes to the concentrations of major cations by a few parts per million.  These changes are 
only observed at higher values of percolation flux. An important difference between the FEHM 
and T2R3D codes in this application is that T2R3D incorporates the AFM in both flow and 
transport using full numerical implementation of the differential equations for flow and transport, 
whereas FEHM generates non-AFM flow fields and then implements AFM in transport using 
particle tracking. 

For reference in this response, the key transport and hydrologic parameters of these simulations 
are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Calculation of the effective residence time, or “plug-flow transport 
time,” and the associated velocity is described in SAR Section 2.3.5.3.3.2.7. The simulations 
presented and compared in this response are summarized in Table 3. The T2R3D simulations 
used the same transport and hydrologic properties, implementing the AFM in flow calculations 
as well as transport, and resulting in breakthrough curves which are plotted in Figure 1 and 
summarized in Table 4. 
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Table 1. Transport Parameters for FEHM and T2R3D Simulations used with the NFC Model 

Hydrologic 
Unit 

Unit Bottom 
Elevation (m) 

Unit Top 
Elevation (m) 

Unit Thickness 
(m) 

Fracture Half-
Spacing (m) 

Active Fracture γ 
(Notes 1, 2) 

tsw31 1,279.7 1,294.1 14.4 0.46 0.4 
tsw32 1,249.3 1,279.7 30.4 0.89 0.4 
tsw33 1,169.2 1,249.3 80.1 1.23 0.4 
tsw34 1,132.0 1,169.2 37.2 0.23 0.4 
tsw35 1,030.6 1,132.0 101.4 0.32 0.4 
NOTES: 
1. Sensitivity analyses varied the AFM γ parameter between values of zero (all fractures accessible), 0.4, and 

1.0 (maximum focusing). 
2. The value of γ = 0.4 for the tsw31 unit is used in this response for consistency with the original FEHM 

simulations described in SAR Sections 2.3.5.3.2 and 2.3.5.3.3, and SNL 2007a, Sections 6.3.2.3 and 
6.3.2.4.4. A value of γ = 0.088 is used for corresponding simulations with the UZ flow model (SNL 2007b, 
Table B-2). 

3. Matrix diffusion coefficient = 3.74 × 10−11 m2/s for all units, in all simulations. 

Table 2. Hydrologic Properties for All FEHM and T2R3D Simulations Presented 
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tsw31 0.0050 8.1 × 10−13 0.204 2.7248 0.01 0.043 3.21 × 10−17 0.284 1.272 3 0.21 
tsw32 0.0083 7.1 × 10−13 0.554 2.7248 0.01 0.146 3.01 × 10−16 0.156 1.408 0.07 
tsw33 0.0058 7.8 × 10−13 15.5 2.7248 0.01 0.136 1.86 × 10−17 0.064 1.395 0.12 
tsw34 0.0085 3.3 × 10−13 3.10 2.7248 0.01 0.090 3.16 × 10−18 0.0168 1.464 0.19 
tsw35 0.0096 9.1 × 10−13 5.64 2.7248 0.01 0.115 1.11 × 10−17 0.0331 1.276 0.12 
NOTES: 
1. Capillary parameter (reciprocal air-entry pressure) in the van Genuchten (1980) equation for capillary pressure, for 

matrix (αM) and fractures (αF). 
2. Dimensionless “n” in the van Genuchten (1980) equation for capillary pressure, for matrix (nM) and fractures (nF).  
3. A value of 1.279 is used in the UZ flow model, and for the T2R3D simulations presented in this response. 
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Table 3. Summary of Fracture-Matrix Interaction Simulations Presented 

Transport 
Code/Application 

Tracer 
Release 

Release 
Point(s) Figure(s) Discussion 

FEHM / transient 
breakthrough 

Instantaneous 
Pulse 

Fractures; top of 
column 

Figures 1, 3, 4, and 5 Presented in SAR Figure 2.3.5-
16; used to estimate effective 
residence time for fracture-matrix 
solute interaction in the NFC 
model 

T2R3D / transient 
breakthrough 

Instantaneous 
Pulse 

Fractures; top of 
column 

Figures 1, 3, 4, and 5 Alternative to FEHM simulations 

T2R3D / transient 
breakthrough 

Instantaneous 
Pulse 

All matrix 
elements 

Figure 4 Exhibits reciprocal tracer 
behavior closely representing 
fracture-matrix interaction pulse 
response 

 

 
Figure 1. Original FEHM Breakthrough Simulations and Recalculated T2R3D Simulations (γ = 0.4) with 

Instantaneous Pulse Release in Fractures at the Top of the Column, and Fluxes of 1, 3, 10, 
30, and 100 mm/yr, Plotted with Uncalibrated Plug-Flow Points from NFC Model 
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Table 4. Effective Residence Time Calibration with FEHM and T2R3D Transport Simulations 

Percolation 
Flux (mm/yr) 

Plug-Flow Residence 
Time Based on 

Percolation Flux (yr) 

Calibrated Using 
Original FEHM Runs 

(TSPA-LA) (yr) 

T2R3D Recalculated 
Median Residence 

Time (yr) 

Difference of 
Recalculated vs. 

Original Calibrated 
Results (%) 

1 22,224 23,484 23,578 0.4 
3 7,408 8,170 7,626 −6.7 

10 2,222 2,494 1,871 −25.0 
30 741 840 241 −71.3 

100 222 258 19 −92.6 
 

All of the simulations discussed here, including the original work supporting the NFC model, 
were generated for ranges of percolation flux from 1 to 100 mm/yr, thereby addressing the 
impact of variable flow rates. Trend extrapolation is used in the NFC model for limited 
application to percolation flux values greater than 100 mm/yr (SNL 2007a, Section 6.3.2.4.4). 
All of the simulations were performed with zero longitudinal and transverse dispersivities, which 
is appropriate given that matrix diffusion has a much greater effect on tracer transport than does 
dispersion.  

As shown in Figure 1 and Table 4, breakthrough times for the T2R3D simulations are similar to 
the FEHM results up to a percolation flux of approximately 10 mm/yr, and then decrease relative 
to the FEHM results for flux greater than 10 mm/yr. The breakthrough curves in Figure 1 are 
distributions of tracer residence time for the boundary condition of instantaneous fracture release 
(pulse, top of column). “Tailing” of the breakthrough curves increases for simulations at higher 
flux values. This dispersive “tailing” is caused mostly by the retarding effect of matrix diffusion. 
Residence time dispersion is not important to the use of calculated average or median residence 
times from these curves because fracture-matrix interaction is a spatially and temporally 
continuous process. The effect of matrix diffusion on the composition of seepage water is, 
therefore, represented by a convolution of breakthrough curves such as those presented here, 
with a continuous source function. The result is mixing of the effects from the upper and lower 
tails of the residence time distributions, in a manner that produces a net result that can be 
represented by an average or median residence time. 

1.3 IMPACT EVALUATION FOR RECALCULATED RESIDENCE TIMES 

The impact of adjusting the effective residence times in the NFC model using the T2R3D 
simulations is limited because the greatest relative difference (percent change in Table 4) is 
associated with higher flux conditions for which water-rock interaction is small relative to lower 
percolation flux conditions. To evaluate the impact on in-drift chemistry, median values for the 
T2R3D breakthrough curves were used to recalibrate the effective residence times in the NFC 
model (i.e., percolation flux values used in a “plug-flow” calculation), and the NFC model was 
rerun using the new percolation flux values to generate a new response surface (“map”) for the 
water–rock interaction parameter (WRIP). Median breakthrough times were used instead of 
mean breakthrough times as was done originally for the NFC model, because the means for the 
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T2R3D breakthrough curves at higher flux values are skewed to larger values by “tailing” 
behavior. The choice of median values is conservative for this comparison in the sense that it 
produces less fracture-matrix interaction for these conditions, thus enhancing the possibility of 
disequilibrium, and is more consistent with the quasi-steady state assumption inherent to the 
effective residence time approximation.  

The WRIP values for the highest thermal measure, a matrix consisting of 102 rows representing 
time steps, by 20 columns representing a set of percolation flux histories, were then used to 
sample the NFC model EQ3/6 output files used to generate the pickup files for the seepage 
evaporation abstraction. These output files parametrically describe seepage water chemistry as a 
function of WRIP, drift wall temperature, and starting water. The same procedure was followed 
for both the original WRIP map used in the TSPA-LA, and the new map generated with T2R3D 
results. The results are shown in Figure 2, which compares the compositions of seepage water 
through time, for selected percolation flux histories in the WRIP map, for the hottest waste 
package location in the repository as represented for the NFC model. The percolation flux 
histories plotted in Figure 2 are provided in Table 5.  

Examination of Figure 2 indicates there is little difference in predicted water chemistry (dotted 
lines on Figure 2) at low percolation flux values, for which breakthrough times are closely 
similar to values used for the TSPA-LA (solid lines on Figure 2). For percolation flux histories 1 
and 2 the dotted lines and the solid lines plot are superposed on the figure. Differences in key 
chemical species (calcium, potassium, and pH are plotted) increase at higher flux values (above 
10 mm/yr) during the thermal pulse, but are limited to a few parts per million in concentration 
(or a small fraction of a pH unit). At a later time during repository cooling, the differences 
decrease significantly. At the highest percolation flux values (30 mm/yr and higher), there is 
relatively little reaction between the rock and the downward moving water, although the effects 
of heating (e.g., calcite precipitation) are still observed.  
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NOTE: Solid lines represent the original results used in the TSPA-LA, and dotted lines are results using 

T2R3D. “PF” refers to percolation flux histories 1 through 20, used in the NFC model. Percolation flux 
histories are given in Table 5. 

Figure 2. Comparison of Seepage Water Compositions using the NFC Model with Adjusted 
Residence Time Based on Recalculated T2R3D Simulations for: (a) Calcium, 
(b) Potassium, and (c) pH  
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Table 5. Percolation flux sets Used in the Near Field Chemistry Model. 

  Percolation Flux (mm/yr) 

ID # 
From 
NFC 

Model Percentile Present-Day Monsoon 
Glacial 

Transition Post-10 kyr 

1 0.025 0.05 0.28 0.05 0.19 
2 0.075 0.37 1.14 0.50 1.22 
3 0.125 0.86 2.11 1.06 2.66 
4 0.175 1.41 3.35 1.67 4.34 
5 0.225 2.10 4.50 2.39 5.93 
6 0.275 2.79 5.62 3.37 7.79 
8 0.375 4.49 7.78 5.85 13.25 

10 0.475 6.47 10.15 9.35 19.15 
12 0.575 9.22 13.47 14.76 25.33 
14 0.675 12.61 19.21 22.99 35.63 
16 0.775 17.38 29.03 36.06 52.09 
18 0.875 28.09 73.59 58.00 66.88 
20 0.975 44.19 119.94 102.33 93.46 

 

1.4 SUMMARY 

The effect of fast fracture-flow pathways on fracture-matrix interaction is represented using the 
AFM. Calculated tracer breakthrough time is equivalent to an effective residence time for 
fracture-matrix interaction. The extent of water–rock interaction is represented in the NFC model 
using an effective residence time approximation, calibrated to numerical simulations of tracer 
breakthrough. This approach is based on a quasi-steady state assumption, and is an appropriate 
simplification that has been used previously in the technical literature. Breakthrough curves were 
calculated using the T2R3D code to correct errors in the specification of fracture parameters and 
to use the AFM in flow calculations as well as tracer transport. These breakthrough curves were 
then used to recalibrate effective residence time in the NFC model. An evaluation of the impact 
on the chemistry of seepage waters from using the recalculated curves shows that concentrations 
of chemical constituents changed by a few ppm, and that the impact is limited in duration to the 
thermal pulse.  These results show that the plug-flow feature of the NFC model, when calibrated 
to numerical results that include rapid breakthrough behavior at higher percolation flux values, is 
a reasonable approximation for the effective residence time or transport velocity of solute in 
waters percolating through the host rock. 
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2. COMMITMENTS TO NRC 

The DOE commits to correct errors in SAR Section 2.3.5.3 as indicated in Section 3 below and 
consistent with the discussion and analysis presented in Section 1. These changes to the license 
application will be included in a future license application update. 

 

3. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED LA CHANGE  

• Correct SAR Section 2.3.5.3.2.2.1 (p. 2.3.5-30) to reflect the use of the T2R3D 
simulations and the additional analysis consistent with this RAI response.  

• Correct the residence time adjustments in SAR Section 2.3.5.3.2.2.2 (p. 2.3.5-34) to those 
based on T2R3D simulations as presented in this RAI response.  

• Correct the description of the residence time adjustments in SAR Section 2.3.5.3.3.2.7 
(pp. 2.3.5-43 and -44) and include in this SAR section the interpretation of fast pathway 
effects on residence time as presented in this RAI response. 

• Correct Figure 2.3.5-16 of the SAR by showing the results of the T2R3D-produced 
breakthrough times.  

• Correct the summary of tracer transport simulations used to support the NFC model in 
SAR Section 2.3.5.3.3.5.5 (p. 2.3.5-65) to be consistent with the analysis presented in this 
RAI response. 
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RAI: Volume 3, Chapter 2.2.1.3.3, First Set, Number 9: 

The range, variability, and uncertainty in the output from the NFC are not 
provided in the SAR.  Quantitatively describe the output data range, variability, 
and uncertainty for the following output parameters as predicted by the NFC 
model: 

• pH  

• pCO2 

• nitrate concentration 

• chloride concentration 

• nitrate-to-chloride ratio 

• ionic strength 

Demonstrate that the NFC model output appropriately represents the uncertainty 
and variability in these parameters expected under ambient and thermally 
perturbed repository conditions.  Consider comparisons with site characterization 
data; process-level modeling results, and/or field test data. 

Basis:  SAR Section 2.3.5.3.2 describes parametric uncertainty and the 
propagation of that uncertainty into the NFC model.  However, no model output is 
provided or discussed.  Therefore, the model results cannot be evaluated to 
determine whether they appropriately represent the range, variability, and 
uncertainty with respect to site characterization data, process-level modeling 
results, and Yucca Mountain field test data. 

SAR Section 2.3.5.3.3.5.2 compares the NFC-model-predicted pore water 
evolutionary trends with observed pore water compositions.  The predicted model 
results presented in SNL (2007, Figure 7.1-9) do not appear to capture the range 
and variability in observed CO2 concentrations. 

SAR Section 2.3.5.3.3.5.2 states that the measured pH varies from 6.7 to 8.3.  The 
predicted model results presented in SNL (2007, Figure 7.1-10) do not appear to 
capture the stated range in pH.  None of the model results presented in the SAR 
appear to have pH values below 7.5. 

Predicted or measured ionic strength values are not presented or discussed in SAR 
Section 2.3.5; thus the NFC model results for ionic strength cannot be evaluated 
to determine whether the range, variability, and uncertainty in this parameter are 
adequately represented. 
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1. RESPONSE 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

This RAI requests a quantitative description of the output range, variability, and uncertainty of 
six model output parameters (pH, pCO2, nitrate, chloride, nitrate/chloride ratio, and ionic 
strength) relevant to the total system performance assessment (TSPA) model for the license 
application in order to demonstrate that the near-field chemistry (NFC) model output 
appropriately represents the uncertainty and variability in these parameters expected under 
ambient and thermally perturbed repository conditions.  It further requests that comparisons with 
site characterization data, process-level modeling results, and/or field test data be considered.  
However, the NFC model does not produce a time history of seepage water chemistry.  Instead, 
it produces four outputs, all of which are parametric, and which are combined only within the 
TSPA model for the purpose of evaluating in-drift chemistry.  As discussed during the 
clarification call on March 17, 2009, the quantitative calculation of seepage water compositions 
originally requested by this RAI would not directly demonstrate that the NFC model and seepage 
evaporation abstraction adequately calculate a range of water compositions within the drift.  This 
response provides additional information to increase confidence, describing the implementation 
of the NFC model, its inputs and outputs and parameter uncertainties, and how the model is 
integrated with the seepage evaporation abstraction and with the TSPA model.  Pre-equilibration 
of the starting water compositions used in the NFC model (e.g., charge balancing, and 
equilibration at a pCO2 of 10–3 bars) and the resulting changes in composition are also described.  
The uncertainty in in-drift water compositions is incorporated both in the NFC model, and in the 
seepage evaporation abstraction, which predicts in-drift water compositions.  To demonstrate 
that an adequate range of water compositions is predicted under ambient conditions, results from 
TSPA baseline simulations are summarized.  These results are the predicted in-drift water 
chemistries at 1,000,000 years after closure, after the drift temperatures have largely returned to 
ambient, and they are compared to the site characterization data for pore-water compositions.  
Then, the range of results of the in-drift chemistry model is presented as a function of time, from 
repository closure out to 1,000,000 years, to provide confidence that an appropriate range of 
water compositions is predicted under thermally-perturbed conditions.  Also, the range of ionic 
strength values is specifically addressed.   

Two additional points are also addressed.  First, the comparison of modeled to observed CO2 
concentrations (SNL 2007a, Section 7.1-9) is discussed, and the nature of the measured data is 
clarified.  Second, the ranges of measured and predicted pH values are discussed, and the 
apparent discrepancy between the ranges is explained. 
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1.2 INTEGRATION OF THE NEAR-FIELD CHEMISTRY MODEL WITH THE 
SEEPAGE EVAPORATION ABSTRACTION AND WITH THE TSPA MODEL 

The integration of the NFC model with the seepage evaporation abstraction and within the TSPA 
is illustrated in Figure 1.  Inputs to the NFC model (other than parameter values) consist of the 
four representative group waters.  The NFC model does not produce a time history of seepage 
water chemistry.  Instead, it produces four outputs, all of which are parametric, and which are 
combined only within the TSPA model, when evaluating in-drift chemistry.  The four outputs are 
discussed below: 

• A set of EQ3/6 pickup files, used as initial seepage water compositions in the seepage 
evaporation abstraction.  There are 132 files, representing four starting waters  (selected to be 
representative of the 34 TSw water compositions representative of in situ ambient conditions 
at Yucca Mountain), three drift wall temperatures (30°C, 70°C, and 96°C), and 11 discrete 
values of the water–rock interaction parameter (WRIP), i.e., the amount of feldspar 
dissolved.   

• The WRIP map, which provides time histories for the WRIP value for seepage at 102 
discrete time steps, for 336 different thermal histories at 20 different sequences of percolation 
flux values (four values, representing present-day, monsoonal, glacial-transition, and 
post-10,000-year climatic conditions), spanning the entire range used in the TSPA model. 

• A beta distribution representing uncertainty in the WRIP value.   

• A set of tables used to calculate the possible range of in-drift pCO2.  These tables are 
generated by extracting data from the EQ3/6 simulations used to make the EQ3/6 pickup files 
described above.  The tables provide CO2 concentrations parametrically, as a function of 
representative water, drift wall temperature, and WRIP value. 

EQ3/6 Pickup Files – The EQ3/6 pickup files are passed to the seepage evaporation abstraction, 
which uses them as starting files for the EQ3/6 seepage evaporation simulations.  Each of the 
132 files is used as the starting water composition for three EQ3/6 seepage evaporation 
simulations at 10−2, 10−3, and 10−4 bars, generating 396 seepage evaporation lookup tables, 
representing four starting waters, three waste package temperatures (30°C, 70°C, and 100°C), 
11 WRIP values, and three pCO2 values (SAR Section 2.3.5.5.4.2.1).  The 96°C pickup files are 
used to initialize the 100°C seepage evaporation simulations. 

Prior to use in the EQ3/6 simulations that generate the pickup files, the initial pore-water 
compositions are pre-equilibrated to estimate missing components (e.g., aluminum, and pH, 
HCO3

–, or SiO2(aq)).  This process is described in Engineered Barrier System: Physical and 
Chemical Environment (SNL 2007a, Section 6.3.2.3), and is summarized in Section 1.3 below.   
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Source:  SAR Sections 2.3.5.3.4 and 2.3.5.5.4. 

Figure 1. Flow Chart Illustrating How the Near-Field Chemistry Model and Seepage Evaporation Abstraction Are Integrated into TSPA 
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WRIP Map – The WRIP map is a direct feed to the TSPA model.  It provides time histories of 
the WRIP value as a function of thermal history and percolation flux (SAR Section 2.3.5.3.4).  
The TSPA model selects a multiscale thermohydrologic model (MSTHM) (SNL 2008a) in-drift 
temperature-relative humidity history for a representative waste package.  The MSTHM history 
is associated with a sequence of percolation flux values corresponding to the four climate states.  
The TSPA model then calculates the thermal measure for the MSTHM simulation, which is the 
sum of the duration of drift wall boiling (mostly a function of the location in the repository) and 
the maximum drift wall temperature (mostly a function of the rock thermal conductivity).  It then 
selects the nearest matching thermal measure value in the WRIP table, and uses the percolation 
fluxes at each time step to interpolate between the columns on the WRIP map, which represent 
discrete percolation flux values.  The result is a time history of WRIP values consistent with the 
MSTHM thermal history and percolation flux values.   

WRIP Uncertainty Distribution – Uncertainty in the WRIP value is provided to the TSPA 
model as a beta distribution (SAR Section 2.3.5.3.4), with a mean, standard deviation, and 
maximum and minimum values.  The uncertainty is largely due to uncertainty in the thermal 
history of the TSw tuff and its impact on the estimated ambient feldspar dissolution rate.  
Uncertainties in alteration mineral abundances and in the water–rock ratio are also incorporated.  
The derivation of the beta distribution is described in Engineered Barrier System: Physical and 
Chemical Environment (SNL 2007a, Section 6.12.2) and with additional detail in the response to 
RAI:  3.2.2.1.3.3-004.  The uncertainty is sampled as a multiplier on the nominal WRIP value 
derived from the WRIP map at each time step; the multiplier is sampled only once per 
realization.   

In-Drift pCO2 Tables – The set of tables used to calculate the possible range of in-drift pCO2 is 
also an input to the TSPA model.  These tables are generated by extracting data from the EQ3/6 
simulations used to make the EQ3/6 pickup files described above.  They are used to calculate the 
possible CO2 range within the drift as a function of water group, drift wall temperature, and 
WRIP value.  A description of the tables and their implementation is provided in Engineered 
Barrier System: Physical and Chemical Environment (SNL 2007a, Section 6.15.1).  The TSPA 
calculates a CO2 range at every time step, then applies uncertainty by using a proportional offset 
within the range to select a single value.  The offset is sampled once per realization.   

TSPA Implementation 

For any given TSPA realization, the TSPA model randomly selects one of the four representative 
waters.  Each of the waters is weighted equally (SAR Section 2.3.5.5.4.3), even though the 
representative group waters represent different numbers of pore-water analyses in each group.  It 
then selects a set of percolation fluxes (four values, representing present-day, monsoonal, 
glacial-transition, and post-10,000-year climatic conditions) and a thermal history for a 
representative waste package from the outputs of the MSTHM (SNL 2008a).  The TSPA model 
uses the thermal measure (a metric representing the thermal history) to identify the most similar 
thermal history of the WRIP map to use, and uses the percolation fluxes to identify the 
appropriate columns at each time step (SAR Section 2.3.5.3.4).  A time history of WRIP values 
is generated by interpolating between columns representing different percolation fluxes at each 
time step.  Uncertainty in the WRIP value, due to uncertainty in the feldspar dissolution rate and 
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water–rock ratio, is sampled once per realization, and implemented as a proportional offset on 
the nominal values derived from the WRIP map. 

To calculate an in-drift water composition for a given time step, the TSPA model uses a thermal 
measure and percolation flux set derived from the selected MSTHM simulation to select a 
preliminary WRIP value from the WRIP map (SAR Section 2.3.5.5.4.3).  Then, it applies 
uncertainty to the WRIP value to obtain a final WRIP value.  This value is used, along with the 
representative water group and MSTHM-provided parameters (drift wall temperature, waste 
package temperature, and relative humidity), to estimate an in-drift pCO2 range from the NFC 
model CO2 tables.  The pCO2 range is then sampled using an offset that is calculated once per 
realization to yield a single value for in-drift CO2 at each time step.  Then, the TSPA model 
accesses the seepage evaporation abstraction lookup tables using the final WRIP value, the 
in-drift pCO2, and the waste package temperature and relative humidity (both provided by the 
MSTHM model) to define the bounding lookup tables.  Interpolation between tables is done 
using all four values to obtain specific concentration values for TSPA-relevant parameters (Cl−, 
NO3

−, Cl−/NO3
−, pH, and ionic strength).   

Finally, uncertainties in individual chemical components provided to the TSPA model are added 
to the values extracted from the seepage evaporation abstraction lookup tables.  The method of 
incorporating uncertainty and the magnitude of the uncertainty varies with the relative humidity 
(SNL 2007a, Sections 6.12.3 and 6.15.1).  For waters more dilute than the point of nitrate or 
chloride salt saturation, chloride and nitrate display very weak interactions with other species in 
solution, and are nearly interchangeable.  As long as the sum of (NO3

– + Cl–) is constant, the two 
individual component concentrations may vary widely without significantly affecting pH or 
other ion concentrations.  For any single water group, nitrate and chloride can be partitioned 
using any nitrate-to-chloride ratio within the group, while holding the sum constant, without 
having any significant effect on other water components.  At relative humidity values above that 
of salt separation, [Cl–] and [NO3

–] are sampled from the seepage evaporation tables, and the 
value (NO3

– + Cl–) is calculated and adjusted using uncertainties developed by In-Drift 
Precipitates/Salts Model (IDPS) (SNL 2007b).  Then, the chloride-to-nitrate ratio is sampled 
from a discrete distribution of all the ratios within the selected water group.  Finally, [Cl–] and 
[NO3

–] concentrations are back-calculated, using the value of (NO3
– + Cl– + uncertainty) and the 

selected Cl–/NO3
– ratio.  The value of Cl–/NO3

– is sampled by TSPA only once per realization, 
when the water group is selected.  At relative humidity values below that of salt saturation, IDPS 
uncertainties in [Cl−], [NO3

−], and Cl−/NO3
− are implemented directly.   

Uncertainty in pH is implemented in a similar fashion, by sampling a discrete distribution of 
uncertainties, based on the comparisons between IDPS model predictions and measured data, at 
relative humidity values above that of salt precipitation, and by implementing IDPS uncertainties 
directly at lower relative humidity values (SNL 2007a, Section 6.12.3).  IDPS uncertainties in 
ionic strength are implemented at all relative humidity values. 
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Propagation of Variability and Uncertainty 

As described above, the NFC model and seepage evaporation abstraction are closely linked, and 
uncertainty in in-drift water compositions is accommodated by sampling parameter uncertainties 
in both models, and also by the sampling of externally derived parameter values (e.g., MSTHM 
thermal histories and percolation flux ranges) in the TSPA model.  Within the NFC model, 
variability in pore-water compositions is incorporated by the use of the four representative 
waters to represent the 34 screened-in waters.  This model also implements an uncertainty 
distribution in the WRIP value.  The WRIP uncertainty distribution is, in turn, based on estimates 
of uncertainty in parameters such as the ambient feldspar dissolution rate and the hydrologic 
properties determining the water–rock ratio (SAR Section 2.3.5.3.3.4).  Variability in thermal 
histories is accounted for in the NFC model by use of 336 different thermal histories, 
representing three different rock thermal conductivities and 112 different locations within the 
repository.  Variability in percolation flux is accounted for in the NFC model by use of 20 
different sequences of percolation flux, covering the range used in the TSPA model.  Finally, 
uncertainty in the in-drift pCO2 is incorporated by sampling from a range of values at any given 
time step.   

Within the seepage evaporation abstraction, variability in starting water composition is 
propagated from the NFC model in the EQ3/6 pickup files for the four representative waters.  
Following sampling of the seepage evaporation lookup tables, additional starting water 
uncertainty is incorporated by sampling the Cl–/NO3

– ratios for all 34 pore waters 
(SAR Section 2.3.5.5.4.3).  Finally, uncertainties in the IDPS process model are incorporated by 
application of IDPS uncertainties to individual parameter values.   

1.3. AMBIENT WATER COMPOSITIONS PREDICTED BY THE NEAR-FIELD 
CHEMISTRY MODEL 

Prior to use in the EQ3/6 simulations which generate the pickup files, the initial pore-water 
compositions are pre-equilibrated to estimate missing components (e.g., aluminum, and pH, 
HCO3

–, or SiO2(aq)) (SNL 2007a, Section 6.3.2.3).  The measured water compositions and the 
initial pre-equilibrated compositions used in the model are given in Table 1.  The pore waters are 
equilibrated with a pCO2 of 10–3 bars, the assumed value for in situ ambient CO2 concentrations 
in the TSw (SNL 2007a, Section 7.1.2.2).  This generates a bicarbonate concentration for the 
Group 3 representative water and a pH value for the Group 4 representative water (Table 1).  It 
also results in shifts in Ca2+ and HCO3

– concentrations and pH for most of the waters, which 
equilibrated at a slightly higher pCO2 (Ca2+ and HCO3

– both decrease upon equilibration), 
probably due to minor amounts of microbial activity during core storage.  An SiO2(aq) 
concentration is calculated for the Group 4 representative water by equilibrating with SiO2(am).  
Aluminum concentrations are estimated for all samples by first assuming equilibrium with alkali 
feldspar, resulting in supersaturation with several secondary aluminosilicates, and then, in a 
second simulation, allowing the Al-solubility-limiting phase to precipitate.  Stellerite is the 
solubility-limiting phase for Al for all four waters.  The amount of stellerite that precipitates is 
too small to significantly affect solution concentrations for any other aqueous species.   
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Table 1. Measured and Pre-equilibrated Compositions for the Representative Group Waters 

Pore Water ID 
SD-9/1184.7-

1184.8/UC 
ESF-THERMALK-
017/26.5-26.9/UC 

ESF-HD-PERM-
3/34.8-35.1 

ESF-HD-PERM-
3/56.7-57.1/UC* 

Group # 1 2 3 4 
  Meas. Equil. Meas. Equil. Meas. Equil. Meas. Equil. 

pH 8.2 8.10 7.7 7.85 8.31 7.83 — 7.91 
Na (mg/L) 59 59 45 45 62 62 123 122 
K (mg/L) 4.8 4.8 14.4 14.4 9 9 13.8 13.7 

Mg (mg/L) 0.7 0.7 7.9 7.9 17.4 17.4 16.7 16.6 
Ca (mg/L) 19 16 62 54 97 61 59.9 44 
Cl (mg/L) 23 23 67 67 123 123 146 146 

SO4 (mg/L) 16 16 82 82 120 120 126 126 
HCO3 (mg/L) 142 133 126 78 — 77 149 91 
NO3 (mg/L) 16 16 44 44 10 10 57.4 57.4 
F  (mg/L) 2.2 2.2 1.4 1.4 0.76 0.76 1.3 1.3 

SiO2 (mg/L) 42 42 52 52 75 75 — 111 
Equil.  pCO2 −3.06 −3.0 −2.64 −3.0 — −3.0 — −3.0 

* Na, K, and Mg concentrations differ slightly for measured and equilibrated values because of minor changes in the 
reported values between the preliminary data used in the EQ3/6 equilibration calculations, and the final, qualified 
measured values. 

In the next step, when the EQ3/6 simulations used to create the pickup files used by the seepage 
evaporation abstraction are run, calcite and amorphous silica are titrated into each water in 
excess, in addition to fixed amounts of alkali feldspar.  For conditions representing ambient 
(e.g., at 23°C with no feldspar added), this titration step has no effect on the Ca2+ and HCO3

– 
concentrations, as the four waters are all saturated with respect to calcite after the equilibration 
step at a pCO2 of 10–3 bars, but this titration step increases the SiO2(aq) concentrations to about 
110 mg/L in all four waters.  Justification for using amorphous silica as the solubility-limiting 
phase for SiO2(aq) is provided in Engineered Barrier System: Physical and Chemical 
Environment (SNL 2007a, Section 6.3.2.4.1).   

The NFC model does not explicitly predict seepage compositions; instead, it predicts the amount 
of water–rock interaction.  Because waters from the repository level, which have already been 
modified by water–rock interactions, are used as starting waters, the model is designed to predict 
no additional water–rock interactions under ambient conditions.  Also, uncertainties in individual 
chemical component concentrations are implemented later, in the seepage evaporation 
abstraction.  Therefore, the four equilibrium compositions in Table 1 (with the exception that all 
SiO2(aq) values would be around 110 mg/L) would be predicted.  It is more informative to 
examine the results of the seepage evaporation abstraction at ambient or near-ambient values, as 
these include uncertainties in each parameter.  To do this, results have been extracted from a 
localized corrosion initiation analysis performed for the TSPA and are presented below.  As 
described in the response to RAI: 3.2.2.1.3.3.-017, equivalent results could be obtained from the 
TSPA model.  The values represent predicted in-drift chemistry at 1,000,000 years, for 
percolation subregion 5 (differences in chemistry between subregions are minor).  To keep the 
amount of data manageable, only the data for 100 randomly selected locations are shown.  The 
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compositional data are plotted as a function of relative humidity because even after ambient or 
near-ambient conditions have been achieved, minor variations in in-drift relative humidity result 
in large changes in pH and water composition.  Select results are discussed below, and in the 
response to RAI:  3.2.2.1.3.3-017, which also provides additional information on how the data 
were compiled.  The results presented below include plots of the 34 pore-water compositions 
relative to the ranges of in-drift chemistries predicted by the TSPA model.  The seepage 
evaporation abstraction does not predict seepage chemistry but rather in-drift chemistry; the 
evaporating in-drift waters are treated as not being in contact with the rock.  Hence, the range of 
seepage evaporation abstraction results may differ slightly from the pore-water range, but the 
ranges are similar. 

pH Ranges 

Figure 2(a) shows predicted pH conditions at the surface of commercial spent nuclear fuel (SNF) 
waste packages in Percolation Subregion 5 as a function of relative humidity at t = 1,000,000 
years, given by the localized corrosion initiation analysis for the TSPA model.  Small changes in 
relative humidity result in large changes in evaporative concentration, so a large range of pH 
values is predicted.  Figure 2(b) plots the pH of the 34 pore waters as a function of relative 
humidity, which is equal to the activity of water in the pore-water solutions.  At relative humidity 
values higher than that representing equilibrium with the starting waters, the water compositions 
are diluted relative to the starting waters; pH values in this relative humidity range evolve to 
lower values, towards pure water in equilibrium with a pCO2 of 10–3 bars.  At relative humidity 
lower than that representing equilibrium with the initial pore waters, the waters are evaporatively 
concentrated, and the trends in pH vary with the starting water.  The pH values for Group 1 water 
increase significantly with minor decreases in relative humidity, while for Group 2, 3, and 4 
waters, pH decreases slightly relative to the starting waters.  Overall, the pH range is 
approximately 7.4 to 9.6 at ambient conditions.  Note that on Figure 2 and on following plots, 
water “types” are equivalent to water “groups.” 

The solid lines in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) represent the water compositions extracted from the 
seepage evaporation abstraction lookup tables for ambient conditions, corresponding to 
T = 30°C, pCO2 = 10−3 bars, and WRIP = 0, since the lookup tables are discretized with respect 
to temperature, and at values below 30°C, the 30°C compositions are used.  Also shown is the 
seepage evaporation abstraction uncertainty range.  Dashed lines in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are the 
lower bounds, while double-dotted dashed lines are the upper bounds of pH for each of the four 
representative waters upon dilution or evaporation.  Since the relative humidity at near-ambient 
conditions is above that of salt saturation, the uncertainty in pH is defined by sampling a discrete 
distribution of values (SNL 2007a, Section 6.12.3) derived from IDPS model validation 
comparisons.  The figures show that the localized corrosion initiation analysis results fall within 
the upper and lower bounds defining the uncertainty range of the seepage evaporation 
abstraction, and also that the 34 initial seepage water compositions are captured within the 
uncertainty range.   
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Figure 2. Comparison of In-Drift Seepage Evaporation Abstraction Uncertainty Ranges to (a) TSPA 
Model Results for pH Conditions at the Surface of Commercial SNF Waste Packages in 
Percolation Subregion 5 as a Function of Relative Humidity at t = 1,000,000 Years; and 
(b) Pore-Water Compositions (larger symbols indicate representative waters) 
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Range of Chloride-to-Nitrate Ratios 

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show chloride-to-nitrate concentration ratios (mol/mol) at the surface of 
commercial SNF waste packages in Percolation Subregion 5 as a function of relative humidity at 
t = 1,000,000 years, given by the localized corrosion initiation analysis, and the pore-water 
chloride-to-nitrate concentration ratios, respectively.  Over the range of relative humidities 
shown, no salts precipitate, so chloride and nitrate simply concentrate/dilute in 
evaporating/condensing solutions; the chloride-to-nitrate ratio is therefore independent of 
relative humidity and is sampled for each group from a discrete distribution of the ratios of the 
pore waters in the group (Section 1.2 and Figure 1).  The range of chloride-to-nitrate ratios for 
each group is as follows:  Group 1, 0.783 to 6.121; Group 2, 2.359 to 3.187; Group 3, 9.778 to 
64.128; and Group 4, 4.448 to 8.212.  Because the uncertainty in the chloride-to-nitrate ratios is 
incorporated by sampling discrete distributions for each water group, the 34 initial seepage water 
compositions are captured within the uncertainty range, and the upper and lower bounds for each 
water group correspond to individual pore-water values.    

Range of Chloride and Nitrate Concentrations 

Figures 4(a) and 5(a) show chloride and nitrate concentrations (mol/kg), respectively, at the 
surface of commercial SNF waste packages in Percolation Subregion 5 as a function of relative 
humidity at t = 1,000,000 years, given by the localized corrosion initiation analysis.  The figures 
show that the localized corrosion initiation analysis results fall within the uncertainty range of 
seepage evaporation abstraction outputs.  Figures 4(b) and 5(b) compare chloride and nitrate 
concentrations in the pore waters to the uncertainty ranges from the seepage evaporation 
abstraction; most of the 34 initial seepage water compositions fall within the ranges, but a few of 
the Group 1 waters fall outside the predicted ranges.  Several factors associated with alkalinity 
may contribute to this, because bicarbonate comprises over half the anion normality in Group 1 
waters, and the relative humidity controls the total ionic strength as opposed to the chloride or 
nitrate concentration.  As dilution goes to infinity, the chloride concentration goes to zero, but 
the ionic strength does not, because equilibrium with atmospheric CO2 maintains measurable 
carbonate concentrations in solution.  Slight differences in pore-water composition result in 
differing degrees of carbonate buffering and slightly different trends in relative humidity with 
increasing dilution.  Hence, as the representative waters are diluted, they do not necessarily 
evolve along a track that intersects the other pore waters, especially the most dilute ones.  
Moreover, use of the 30°C lookup tables to represent ambient temperatures (~23°C) results in 
small errors in predicted bicarbonate concentration, once again, affecting the relative humidity 
trend with increasing dilution.  Finally, the seepage evaporation abstraction assumes that the 
water is not in contact with minerals in the rock, and hence does not predict the exact conditions 
represented by the pore waters.  Although the seepage evaporation abstraction does not bound 
the pore-water ranges of chloride and nitrate at very low relative humidity, this has no effect on 
TSPA calculations, because the dilute ambient and near-ambient waters are benign with respect 
to localized corrosion of Alloy 22 (SNL 2008b, Appendix O).   
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Figure 3. Comparison of In-Drift Seepage Evaporation Abstraction Uncertainty Ranges to (a) TSPA 
Model Results for Chloride-to-Nitrate Concentration Ratio (mol/mol) at the Surface of 
Commercial SNF Waste Packages in Percolation Subregion 5 as a Function of Relative 
Humidity at t = 1,000,000 Years; and (b) Pore-Water Compositions (larger symbols indicate 
representative waters) 
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Figure 4. Comparison of In-Drift Seepage Evaporation Abstraction Uncertainty Ranges to (a) TSPA 
Model Results for Chloride Concentrations (mol/kg) at the Surface of Commercial SNF Waste 
Packages in Percolation Subregion 5 as a Function of Relative Humidity at t = 1,000,000 
Years; and (b) Pore-Water Compositions (larger symbols indicate representative waters) 
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Figure 5. Comparison of In-Drift Seepage Evaporation Abstraction Uncertainty Ranges to (a) TSPA 
Model Results for NO3 Concentrations (mol/kg) at the Surface of Commercial SNF Waste 
Packages in Percolation Subregion 5 as a Function of Relative Humidity at t = 1,000,000 
Years; and (b) Pore-Water Compositions (larger symbols indicate representative waters) 
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Range of Ionic Strength 

Figure 6(a) shows ionic strengths at the surface of commercial SNF waste packages in 
Percolation Subregion 5 as a function of relative humidity at t = 1,000,000 years, given by the 
localized corrosion initiation analysis, and Figure 6(b) compares the ionic strengths of the pore 
waters to the uncertainty range of the seepage evaporation abstraction.  Once again, the figures 
show that the localized corrosion initiation analysis results fall within the uncertainty range of 
seepage evaporation abstraction outputs, and also that the variability in the 34 initial seepage 
water ionic strengths is captured within the uncertainty range of the abstraction. 

Range of In-Drift pCO2 

Figure 7 shows in-drift pCO2 concentrations (bars) for commercial SNF waste packages in 
Percolation Subregion 5 as a function of relative humidity at t = 1,000,000 years, given by the 
localized corrosion analysis.  The figure shows that even at very long times, there is slight 
variation in predicted pCO2 values, especially for Group 1 waters.  The plot of the initial 34 pore 
waters is not included here, as all pore waters were equilibrated at 10–3 bars and would plot at 
that value. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of In-Drift Seepage Evaporation Abstraction Uncertainty Ranges to (a) TSPA 
Model Results for Ionic Strengths at the Surface of Commercial SNF Waste Packages in 
Percolation Subregion 5 as a Function of Relative Humidity at t = 1,000,000 Years; and 
(b) Pore-Water Compositions (larger symbols indicate representative waters) 
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Figure 7. Comparison of NFC Model Uncertainty Ranges to (a) TSPA Model Results for In-Drift pCO2 
Values at the Surface of Commercial SNF Waste Packages in Percolation Subregion 5 as a 
Function of Relative Humidity at t = 1,000,000 Years 

1.4. WATER COMPOSITIONS PREDICTED BY THE TSPA MODEL DURING 
THERMALLY-PERTURBED CONDITIONS 

In order to determine the range of water compositions generated by the TSPA model during 
thermally-perturbed conditions, the localized corrosion initiation analysis (SNL 2008b, 
Appendix O) was used.  The analysis generated time histories of key chemical indicators 
consistent with what was done for the TSPA model.  The analysis was modified to output all the 
requested data: pH, pCO2, nitrate concentration, chloride concentration, nitrate-to-chloride ratio, 
and ionic strength.   

A complete set of output data for the localized corrosion initiation analysis consists of 3,264 
waste package locations (as represented by the MSTHM), and a random selection of one package 
(of the eight package types represented by the MSTHM).  Seepage water composition is then 
simulated for 300 realizations of epistemic uncertainty (which include selection from pore-water 
Groups 1 to 4, and selection from uncertainty parameters for host-rock thermal conductivity and 
percolation flux), at 77 time steps from repository closure to 1 million years (Table 2).  Thus, the 
sampling covers each of the 12 cases representing uncertainty in percolation flux and host-rock 
thermal conductivity.  For the localized corrosion initiation analysis, the in-drift water 
composition is modeled using the NFC model and the seepage evaporation abstraction, with 
temperature and relative humidity data for the waste package surface. 
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Table 2.  Time Steps Used to Simulate Seepage Chemistry 

Step # Years Step # Years Step # Years Step # Years 
1 0 21 5,000 41 10,000 61 360,000 
2 250 22 5,250 42 20,000 62 400,000 
3 500 23 5,500 43 30,000 63 440,000 
4 750 24 5,750 44 40,000 64 480,000 
5 1,000 25 6,000 45 50,000 65 520,000 
6 1,250 26 6,250 46 60,000 66 560,000 
7 1,500 27 6,500 47 70,000 67 600,000 
8 1,750 28 6,750 48 80,000 68 640,000 
9 2,000 29 7,000 49 90,000 69 680,000 

10 2,250 30 7,250 50 100,000 70 720,000 
11 2,500 31 7,500 51 110,000 71 760,000 
12 2,750 32 7,750 52 120,000 72 800,000 
13 3,000 33 8,000 53 130,000 73 840,000 
14 3,250 34 8,250 54 140,000 74 880,000 
15 3,500 35 8,500 55 150,000 75 920,000 
16 3,750 36 8,750 56 160,000 76 960,000 
17 4,000 37 9,000 57 200,000 77 1,000,000 
18 4,250 38 9,250 58 240,000   
19 4,500 39 9,500 59 280,000   
20 4,750 40 9,750 60 320,000   

 

For the modified analysis presented here, the number of locations was reduced to 500 to limit the 
size of files needed to capture the chemistry output.  Waste package chemistry was computed for 
the first 100 nodes of each of the five percolation subregions used in the TSPA model 
(essentially a random sample) for all of the 300 epistemic sample vectors considered in the 
TSPA.  This results in 30,000 time histories which are sufficient for use here to describe the 
range, variability, and uncertainty of seepage chemistry as it evolves in the drifts.  The 
temperature and relative humidity histories used here are for the waste package surface, which is 
a relatively warm location where the extent of evaporative evolution, and thus the range, 
variability, and uncertainty of predicted chemistry, tend to be greatest. 

One data file was generated for each chemical parameter (pH, pCO2, chloride, nitrate, nitrate-to-
chloride ratio, and ionic strength) and for each waste package type (co-disposal (CDSP) or 
commercial SNF) and percolation subregion.  Each file contains 30,000 columns representing 
100 nodes in each of 300 TSPA realizations.  In addition, a similar file with identical time steps 
was produced representing the presence or absence of seepage, denoting no seepage with a value 
of zero and seepage with a value of one.  Each value in a chemical parameter file was multiplied 
by the corresponding seepage value such that when no seepage occurred in the simulation, the 
chemical parameters took on zero values. 
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The results are presented below as cumulative distribution functions for each chemical parameter 
value at each time step in Figures 8 through 13, appropriately weighted for the relative frequency 
of waste packages of each type, in each percolation subregion.  Percolation subregions 1 through 
5 have weights of 0.05, 0.25, 0.4, 0.25, and 0.05, respectively (SNL 2008b, Section 6.1.4.2).  
Waste package types have relative frequencies of 0.706 for commercial SNF and 0.294 for 
CDSP (SNL 2008b, Section 6.3.5.1.3).  The cumulative probability functions are conditioned on 
the occurrence of seepage. 

Time Histories of Summary Statistics 

Time histories of the quantiles and bounds for the cumulative distributions for chemical 
parameters are presented below (Figures 8 through 13).  Note that 10 years were added to the 
time grid to facilitate plotting on a log10 scale.  The legend for each time series plot is defined as 
follows: 

B<1> = Upper bound for all percolation subregions and waste package types  
B<2> = 95th percentile for all percolation subregions and waste package types  
B<3> = Median for all percolation subregions and waste package types  
B<4> = 5th percentile for all percolation subregions and waste package types  
B<5> = Lower bound for all percolation subregions and waste package types  
tg = Time grid in years (based on Table 2). 

Range of pH 

Time histories for pH summary statistics are shown in Figure 8.  The range of pH is greater 
during the thermal period, because of the greater range of temperature and relative humidity 
conditions, and because the uncertainty in pH is significantly larger at low relative humidities; if 
predicted relative humidity values are below 75%, then the uncertainty in pH is either ±1 or ±2 
pH units, depending on the relative humidity (SNL 2007a, Table 6.12-2).  After temperatures 
have largely returned to ambient, there is still a significant range in pH because, at high relative 
humidity, very small fluctuations in relative humidity result in relatively large degrees of 
evaporative concentration and changes in pH (Figure 2(a)).  This is most apparent in the 
fluctuations in the lower bound for pH, which corresponds to the most dilute waters (e.g., the 
highest relative humidities) and is extended slightly to lower pH through the application of the 
pH model uncertainty distribution (SNL 2007a, Figure 6.12-6(b)). 

Range of In-Drift pCO2 

Time histories for in-drift pCO2 summary statistics are shown in Figure 9.  In this case, the B<i> 
values are in bars, and are presented on a log10 scale.  The curves shown do not represent the 
upper and lower bounds for the pCO2 range calculated by the TSPA model at each time interval, 
but rather, represent the actual sampled values within that range.  Given the large number of 
sampled realizations, the sampled range probably corresponds closely to the calculated  
range.  The range of predicted values is greatest during the thermal period, and converges to  
the background value of 10−3 as temperatures return to ambient.  In a few realizations, there  
is a second dip in the predicted pCO2 after about 6,000 years; this is observed only in the 
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lower-bound curve in Figure 9.  This is caused by a reversal of the calculated upper and lower 
bounding values for the CO2 range predicted by the NFC model.  At high degrees of water–rock 
interaction (high WRIP values), the calculated upper bound can actually drop below a value of 
10−3 bars, because the pH rises so high that the gas-phase CO2 partitions back into the aqueous 
phase.  This also requires low drift wall temperatures, because high temperatures cause CO2 to 
partition strongly into the gas phase.  Conditions where the upper bound drops below 10−3 bars 
occur infrequently, requiring very low percolation fluxes, such that the drift wall has cooled to 
low temperatures before the water reaches the drift.  When this occurs, the TSPA model switches 
the upper and lower bounds prior to sampling the range.     
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Figure 8. Conditional (on seepage) Summary Statistics for pH: (a) Quantiles of pH versus Time, and 
(b) Cumulative Distribution Functions for pH at Successive Times 
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Figure 9. Conditional (on seepage) Summary Statistics for pCO2: (a) Quantiles of pCO2 (bar) versus 
Time, and (b) Cumulative Distribution Functions for log10(pCO2) at Successive Times  
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Ranges of Chloride and Nitrate Concentrations 

Time histories for chloride summary statistics are shown in Figure 10.  In this case, the B<i> 
values are in molal and are presented on a log10 scale.  The maximum and median concentrations 
decline steadily with time, from the increasing relative humidity during cool down.  The 
minimum and 5th percentile concentration histories show the dilution effects from high humidity 
at cooler waste packages in the first few years after repository closure.  Time histories of nitrate 
summary statistics are shown in Figure 11.  In this case, the B<i> values are in molal and are 
presented on a log10 scale.  Nitrate behaves similarly to chloride, especially after the thermal 
period, because the relative humidity rises above that at which nitrate or chloride salts 
precipitate. 

Range of Nitrate-to-Chloride Ratio 

Time histories for nitrate-to-chloride ratio summary statistics are shown in Figure 12.  In this 
case, the B<i> values are dimensionless, and are presented on a log10 scale.  As the drift cools, 
relative humidities rise above the point at which salt precipitates, and the maximum and 
minimum nitrate-to-chloride ratios are the values determined by epistemic sampling from the 
34 pore waters selected for use in the NFC model (SNL 2007a, Section 6.12.3).  During the 
thermal pulse, the maximum nitrate-to-chloride ratio is increased by the occurrence of relative 
humidities at which chloride salts precipitate, but nitrate salts do not.  Note that for such 
conditions the salt separation condition applies in the localized corrosion initiation analysis 
(SNL 2007a, Section 6.12.3). 

Range of Ionic Strength 

Time histories for ionic strength summary statistics are shown in Figure 13.  In this case, the B<i> 
values are in molal and are presented on a log10 scale.  The behavior of ionic strength is very 
similar to that of chloride and nitrate, which is expected because ionic strength is dominated by 
major species, and by the more soluble species when evaporative concentration occurs at early 
times.   
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Figure 10. Conditional (on seepage) Summary Statistics for Chloride: (a) Quantiles of Chloride 
Concentration (molal) versus Time, and (b) Cumulative Distribution Functions for Chloride at 
Successive Times 
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Figure 11. Conditional (on seepage) Summary Statistics for Nitrate: (a) Quantiles of Nitrate 
Concentration (molal) versus Time, and (b) Cumulative Distribution Functions for Nitrate at 
Successive Times 
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Figure 12. Conditional (on seepage) Summary Statistics for Nitrate-to-Chloride Molal Ratio: 
(a) Quantiles of the Nitrate-to-Chloride Ratio versus Time, and (b) Cumulative Distribution 
Functions for the Nitrate-to-Chloride Ratio at Successive Times 
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Figure 13. Conditional (on seepage) Summary Statistics of Ionic Strength: (a) Quantiles of Ionic 
Strength (molal) versus Time, and (b) Cumulative Distribution Functions for Ionic Strength at 
Successive Times 
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Range of Calcium Concentration 

Time histories for calcium concentration summary statistics are shown in Figure 14.  In this case, 
the B<i> values are in molal and are presented on a log10 scale.  Unlike chloride and nitrate, the 
predicted calcium concentrations do not form a narrow, a high concentration range during the 
thermal pulse.  This is because calcium concentrations are strongly controlled by the calcite 
chemical divide (SNL 2007a, Figure 6.3-15).  Waters with calcium concentrations more that 
one-half the bicarbonate concentration evaporatively concentrate to form calcium-rich brines, 
while waters with less calcium evolve to calcium-poor brines.  The overall range of 
concentrations narrows with time, as in-drift temperatures drop and relative humidities increase.   
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Figure 14. Conditional (on seepage) Summary Statistics for Calcium: (a) Quantiles of Calcium 
Concentration (molal) versus Time, and (b) Cumulative Distribution Functions for Calcium at 
Successive Times 
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Covariance of Chloride and pH 

An additional analysis was performed to evaluate the covariance of key parameters (Figure 15).  
Chloride concentration and pH were selected because: (1) chloride indicates evaporative 
concentration and is similar to ionic strength; and (2) pH during evaporative concentration is 
controlled by chemical divide behavior which is sensitive to the choice of starting waters.  The 
cross-plot of pH and chloride (Figure 14) presents all data from the 30,000 realizations for five 
percolation subregions, two waste package types, and 77 time steps (approximately 23,000,000 
plotted points).  As such, the data are not weighted with respect to the relative frequencies of the 
subregions or waste package types.    

The cross-plot shows the ranges of pH and chloride, and the trends in concentrative behavior 
associated with the starting group waters (Figure 15) and with the degree of water–rock 
interaction (the value of the WRIP parameter).  At low degrees of water–rock interaction, 
Groups 2 and 3 evaporatively evolve to lower pH; Group 4 evolves to neutral or lower pH, 
depending upon the pCO2; and Group 1 evolves to high pH (SNL 2007a, Figures 6.13-5 to 
6.13-8).  These results are consistent with the fundamental differences recognized in the 
selection of the pore-water groups (SNL 2007a, Figure 6.6-17).  With increasing water–rock 
interaction, these trends change, as calcium is depleted from solution and sodium and potassium 
increase.  At the highest degrees of water–rock interaction, all four waters evolve to high pH.  
The diverging pattern in Figure 14 largely represents the behavior of the waters with respect to 
the calcite chemical divide, with calcium-rich waters evolving to low pH upon evaporation, and 
carbonate-rich waters evolving to high pH.  Moreover, the model uncertainties for pH and 
chloride (SNL 2007a, Tables 6.12-1 and 6.12-2) are applied epistemically in this analysis, 
substantially increasing the ranges for both parameters.   
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NOTE: The ten individual datasets (Cli and pHi) are represented as different colors, and correspond to different 
combinations of percolation flux subregion and waste package type. 

Figure 15. Cross-Plot (conditioned on seepage) of log10 Chloride (vertical axis) versus pH (horizontal 
axis) for All Simulated In-Drift Water Compositions 

1.5 RANGE OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED IN SITU CO2 CONCENTRATIONS 

In the basis for this RAI, it is noted that the predicted NFC model results presented in 
Engineered Barrier System: Physical and Chemical Environment (SNL 2007a, Figure 7.1-9), as 
discussed in SAR Section 2.3.5.3.3.5.2, do not appear to capture the range and variability in 
observed in situ CO2 concentrations.  This figure shows the predicted evolution of pore-water 
equilibrium CO2 concentration with depth, using Paintbrush tuff nonwelded unit (PTn) pore 
waters as starting waters at the top of the TSw.  The four plots referred to (SNL 2007a, 
Figure 7.1-9) show the predicted evolution at different feldspar dissolution rates.  The measured 
data (SNL 2007a, Figure 7.1-9) represent measurements at a single location, borehole UZ-1, over 
a six-year period from 1988 to 1994.   
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Gas-phase CO2 in the unsaturated zone is controlled by equilibrium with pore waters, because 
the mass of carbon in the aqueous-phase reservoir is many times greater than that in the gas 
phase.  Therefore, subsurface CO2 concentrations deep within Yucca Mountain will not vary 
measurably over the short time interval represented by the sampling period, and the range of 
values at any given depth in the figure represents measurement error for the gas-phase CO2 
concentration at that depth.  The mean values, with error bars representing one and two standard 
deviations (calculated assuming log-normal distributions), are shown in Figure 16.  The CO2 
concentrations vary only slightly; except for a single sampling depth (304 meters total depth, 
~160 meters below the PTn), the mean values fall within 0.11 log units of 10−3 bars and increase 
slightly with depth.  The slight increase in measured concentrations is captured by the trends in 
the NFC model validation cases using the mean NFC feldspar dissolution rate (SNL 2007a, 
Figure 7.1-9a).  Predicted CO2 concentrations calculated using the maximum NFC feldspar 
dissolution rate may either increase or decrease with depth relative to the assumed starting value 
of 10–3 bars, but also overlap the observed ranges, except at 160 meters.   

The measured range of CO2 concentrations at 304 meters is significantly lower than values at 
greater or lesser depths, with a log-normal mean value of 10–3.46 bars, and is not captured by the 
model predictions.  The reason for this may be because the PTn pore waters used as initial water 
compositions in the validation case were not collected from the base of the unit, but from 
throughout the unit (SNL 2007a, Section 7.1.2.2).  Hence, the PTn pore waters may not represent 
the same degree of dissolution of glass in the PTn, or of interactions with clays and zeolites in 
that unit, as would be represented by pore waters at the top of the TSw, where the simulations 
begin.  In other words, the range of predicted CO2 concentrations does not extend low enough to 
capture the 304 meter data because the PTn starting waters, which do not come from the base of 
the unit, do not fully capture the range of water–rock interactions that occur in that unit.  This 
does not invalidate the validation case, which shows that, although data are limited, the general 
trends in pore-water compositions and in gas-phase composition are well captured by the NFC 
model (SNL 2007a, Section 7.1.2.4).   

It should be noted that the measured CO2 values at 304 meters are lower than predicted 
equilibrium CO2 concentrations for any of the screened-in or screened-out TSw pore waters 
which have pH and bicarbonate measurements.  However, a single screened-in water  
sample from the Enhanced Characterization of the Repository Block tunnel, lacking a  
measured pH, plots with a pCO2 of about 10–3.5 bars on the Ca2+ versus HCO3

– plot (SAR 
Figure 2.3.5-8 (upper)).  Thus, the low measured in situ pCO2 values from 304 meters in 
borehole UZ-1, if accurate, are apparently uncommon. 
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NOTE: Heavier error bars represent ±1 standard deviation; thinner lines, ±2 standard deviations.  Error bars are 
asymmetric because they were calculated assuming the data are log-normally distributed. 

Figure 16. Measured CO2 Concentrations in Borehole UZ-1 from 1988 to 1994 (log-normal mean values 
and error bars) 

1.6 RANGE OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED pH VALUES  

The RAI accurately notes that the range of predicted pH values in the NFC model validation 
case, which compares model results to ambient pore-water compositional trends (SAR 
Section 2.3.5.3.3.5.2 and SNL 2007a, Section 7.1.2), does not capture the measured pore-water 
pH range of 6.7 to 8.3, as none of the model results presented in the SAR appear to have pH 
values below 7.5.  However, among screened-in pore waters with measured pH values, the 
lowest pH is 7.6.  Measured pore-water pH values below this value occurred only in samples 
which were screened out due to microbial activity during core storage.  In the screened-out 
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samples, low pH values were caused by build-up of CO2 due to microbial respiration within the 
sealed cores (SNL 2007a, Section 6.6.3).  

1.7 SUMMARY  

Section 1.2 of this response discussed the implementation of the NFC model and seepage 
evaporation abstraction within the TSPA model, and the propagation of uncertainty in water 
compositions through the models, is provided.  Section 1.3 examined TSPA model predictions 
for in-drift water chemistry at 1,000,000 years, and demonstrated that predicted ambient and 
near-ambient water compositions cover a wide range of compositions and concentrations, 
primarily due to minor variations in the in-drift relative humidity and differences in the 
evaporative behavior of the four pore-water groups.  Uncertainty in starting water compositions 
is propagated through the NFC model and seepage evaporation abstraction, and through TSPA 
model computations to the TSPA model results, especially with respect to chloride-to-nitrate 
ratio.  The predicted ranges of in-drift water compositions under ambient or near-ambient 
conditions are consistent with the observed pore-water compositions.  These results indicate that 
the uncertainties in starting water compositions and other NFC model and seepage evaporation 
abstraction uncertainties are appropriately being propagated through the TSPA model. 

Section 1.4 demonstrated that predicted in-drift water compositions over the repository 
performance period, including the thermal period, cover a wide range of compositions and 
concentrations.  Uncertainty in starting water compositions, especially with respect to chloride-
to-nitrate ratio, is appropriately propagated through to the TSPA model results.  Compositional 
differences in water seeping into the drift, both due to variations in starting water composition 
and to varying degrees of water–rock interaction, result in a wide range of predicted in-drift 
water compositions during and after the thermal pulse.  The range of compositions occurs 
because the in-drift waters follow different evaporative pathways, depending upon the 
composition of the seepage water entering the drift and on the chemical divides intersected as the 
waters evaporate.  These results indicate that NFC model and seepage evaporation abstraction, as 
implemented in the TSPA model, adequately predict a range of in-drift water compositions 
during the thermal period, and that uncertainties in starting water compositions, and other NFC 
model and seepage evaporation abstraction uncertainties, are appropriately propagated through 
the TSPA model. 

2. COMMITMENTS TO NRC 

None. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED LA CHANGE  

None. 
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RAI:  Volume 3, Chapter 2.2.1.3.3, First Set, Number 12: 

SAR Figure 2.3.5-24 compares a range of NFC-model-predicted CO2 partial 
pressure (pCO2) values to a single, unbounded pCO2 value predicted by the THC 
seepage model.  Provide additional technical bases that the NFC model 
adequately represents the appropriate range, variability, and temporal evolution in 
pCO2 expected for repository conditions. 

Basis:  In SAR Section 2.3.5.3.3.5.3, the THC seepage model is used to 
corroborate the NFC model by comparing results generated by the two models 
using many of the same input values.  As part of this comparison, pCO2 values 
predicted by the two models are presented as a function of time (SAR Figure 
2.3.5-24).  The comparison indicates that the range in pCO2 values predicted by 
the NFC model does not capture the values predicted by the THC model after 
about 1,200 years, once the drift wall temperature drops below boiling.  Only the 
bounding limits of the calculated pCO2 values are presented in SAR Figure 2.3.5-
24.  Consequently, the adequacy of the NFC model to capture the important pCO2 
trends predicted by the THC model cannot be determined. 

The pCO2 value is a key parameter that is abstracted into the TSPA-LA and 
passed to the Waste Form Degradation and Mobilization submodel. 

1. RESPONSE 

SAR Figure 2.3.5-24 compares predicted in-drift pCO2 values that are equivalent model output 
from the near-field chemistry (NFC) model and the thermal-hydrologic-chemical (THC) seepage 
model.  In addition, a comparison is provided to show single values at each time step of the 
equilibrium pCO2 values for seepage water compositions predicted by the two models.  Finally, 
the response shows that because the THC seepage model estimates of elevated in-drift pCO2 for 
“repository-center” locations during the post-boiling period (i.e., after about 1,200 years) do not 
consider the effects of gas phase drift-axial transport, the THC seepage model does not represent 
conceptual uncertainty accurately, although it does provide bounding results for features, events, 
and processes (FEPs) screening discussions.  Therefore, the results of the THC seepage model 
are not used to represent in-drift conditions (the excursions in pCO2 values produced by the THC 
seepage model are not interpreted as important trends).  Rather, the NFC model is used to 
represent in-drift conditions because the NFC model captures uncertainty and variability in a 
more comprehensive manner. 

1.1 DISCUSSION OF SAR FIGURE 2.3.5-24 

SAR Figure 2.3.5-24, reproduced here as Figure 1, presents a comparison of the predicted 
in-drift pCO2 values for the THC seepage model with the range of in-drift values predicted by 
the NFC model.  The plot is appropriate because it compares equivalent parameters.  The NFC 
model does not predict a single value for in-drift pCO2 and then apply uncertainty to it; rather, it 
predicts an evolving range of values through time, from which a value is then selected using a 
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proportional offset that is sampled by the total system performance assessment (TSPA) model 
once per realization.   

Calculation of the possible range of in-drift pCO2 values by the NFC model is described in 
Engineered Barrier System: Physical and Chemical Environment (SNL 2007a, Section 6.3.2.8).  
In the NFC model, the in-drift atmosphere consists of air that has diffused or advected into the 
drift from the surrounding rocks and is diluted by water vapor generated by evaporation at the 
dryout zone interface.  The amount of dilution is determined from the vapor pressure of water in 
the drift, which can be obtained from the output of the multiscale thermohydrologic model 
(MSTHM).   

Carbon dioxide in the drift atmosphere comes from two sources.  The first is CO2 that is released 
from pore water as it evaporates at the dryout zone boundary.  The amount of CO2 that is 
released can be calculated from the molar ratio of carbon to pore water at the evaporating water 
interface.  This value is on the order of 1 × 10−5 to 5 × 10−5 moles C per mole water.  About half 
of the inorganic carbon in the water will be released during evaporation; the rest will precipitate 
as carbonate minerals: 

Ca2+ + 2HCO3
– → CaCO3 +CO2 +H2O 

The second source of CO2 is the gas phase that diffuses or advects into the drift.  The 
concentration of CO2 in the gas phase entering the drift is less well-constrained than the 
concentration in the evaporating water, so two bounding cases are considered: 

• Minimum CO2 concentration in the drift.  In this bounding case, gas movement into and 
out of the drift, and through the mountain, is assumed to occur readily through fractures.  
The CO2 concentration in the air fraction entering the drift is equal to the ambient CO2 
concentration in the mountain at the repository level (10−3 bars).  The contribution to the 
total CO2 in the drift atmosphere is equal to this concentration times the mole fraction of 
air in the drift.  Assuming ambient CO2 concentrations in the gas phase, the CO2 
entering the drift in air can be summed with that released as water evaporates at the 
dryout front to yield a minimum concentration for CO2 in the drift.  This calculation is 
described in detail in Engineered Barrier System: Physical and Chemical Environment 
(SNL 2007a, Section 6.15.1). 

• Maximum CO2 concentration in the drift.  In this bounding case, the drift is treated as 
being within a closed system that is not affected by gas transported from distal parts of 
the mountain.  Behind the evaporation front, the gas phase is assumed to be in 
equilibrium with the aqueous phase at the temperature of the evaporation interface, 
assuming that the water moved up the temperature gradient to the interface without 
degassing.  Treating the drift as a closed system, the in-drift pCO2 would equal this 
value, which can be taken as a maximum for the in-drift atmosphere.  This calculation is 
described in detail in Engineered Barrier System: Physical and Chemical Environment 
(SNL 2007a, Section 6.15.1). 
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Taken together, the lower and upper bounds for the in-drift pCO2 yield the possible range of CO2 
concentrations in the drift.  SAR Figure 2.3.5-24 compares this range to the single value for 
in-drift pCO2 predicted by the THC seepage model.  Therefore, SAR Figure 2.3.5-24 compares 
equivalent parameters.   

 
NOTE: WRIP = water–rock interaction parameter. 

Figure 1. Comparison of In-Drift CO2 Partial Pressures Predicted by the NFC and THC Seepage 
Models 

During the boiling period, low in-drift pCO2 values predicted by the THC seepage model 
represent displacement of CO2 from the drift by evaporating water vapor; this result is fully 
consistent with the implementation of the NFC model for calculating the lower pCO2 bound.  
During the post-boiling period, the THC seepage model in-drift pCO2 is nearly equivalent to, and 
is controlled by, equilibrium with seepage water around the drift (SNL 2007b, Figures 6.5-14 
and 6.5-15); this is consistent with the method used for calculating the in-drift pCO2 upper bound 
in the NFC model.   

1.2 PREDICTED pCO2 VALUES FOR SEEPAGE WATER 

A direct comparison between pCO2 values in equilibrium with predicted seepage water 
compositions is provided in Figure 2.  To make this comparison, CO2 concentrations are 
extracted from the THC seepage model at fracture locations where predicted seepage water 
compositions are sampled.  The predicted water compositions are from the high flux zone above 
the drift; consistent with the THC seepage model, the pCO2 values from a single node, 
corresponding to the node of highest liquid mobility, are presented.  Although the comparison 
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uses a single water type (Group 3), in-drift CO2 concentrations through time are similar for all 
water types (SNL 2007b, Figures 6.5-14 and 6.5-15), and it is reasonable to assume the same is 
true for the CO2 concentrations in the high-flux zones above the drift.  The equilibrium CO2 
concentrations predicted by the NFC model for the validation comparison with the THC seepage 
model (SAR Section 2.3.5.3.3.5.3) are then extracted.  The two data sets are presented in 
Figure 2.  Because the equilibrium seepage water pCO2 values are used to calculate the 
maximum bound for the in-drift pCO2, the seepage water pCO2 curve in Figure 2 resembles the 
maximum in-drift pCO2 bound in Figure 1.   

 

Figure 2. Comparison of CO2 Concentrations in Equilibrium with Potential Seepage Water, Predicted 
by the NFC and THC Seepage Models 

The THC seepage and NFC models provide limited representation of in- and near-drift CO2 
concentrations, because neither explicitly models the effects of axial gas phase transport on CO2 
concentrations.  For instance, as discussed earlier, the THC seepage model predicts very low 
CO2 concentrations during the boiling period, because displacement of non-condensable gases in 
and around the drift by water vapor leads to negligible non-condensable gas concentrations in the 
drift.  However, drift-scale thermal hydrologic modeling, which includes axial transport of water 
vapor, indicates that displacement of non-condensable gases is considerably less than indicated 
by the two-dimensional THC seepage model.  This is because water vapor is not driven radially 
outwards from the drift, but rather is transported axially down the drift by natural convection 
where it condenses in the cool, unheated drift ends.  Water vapor pressures are 0.4 to 0.5 bars 
lower during the boiling period when axial transport is included, indicating that a large fraction 
of the non-condensable gases remains in the drift, and the in-drift and near-drift CO2 
concentrations will not be driven as low as the THC seepage model estimates.  Because the 
effects of axial transport are poorly constrained, the NFC model uses displacement by water 
vapor only to define a lower bound of the in-drift CO2 distribution.   
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Although CO2 will not be driven from the drift by expansion of water vapor, it is unlikely that 
CO2 will accumulate within the drift to the point of exceeding the pCO2 in equilibrium with the 
pore water surrounding the drift (the upper pCO2 bound for the NFC model), because drift-end 
condensation also affects CO2 concentrations within the drift in a second way.  The cooler water 
condensing in the turnouts absorbs CO2 from the in-drift atmosphere, removing it from the drift 
environment.  The capacity for water to absorb CO2 increases as the temperature decreases, and 
drift-end temperatures can be 40°C to 50°C cooler than the temperatures in the heated portion of 
the drift.  Therefore, drift-end condensate represents a significant sink for CO2 released by 
boiling within the heated portion of the drift.  Within the THC seepage model, steam driven out 
of the drift condenses just outside the boiling zone at temperatures just below boiling, and hence 
does not provide a significant sink for CO2.  In addition to drift-end condensation, pore water 
travelling past the cool drift ends provides a sink for CO2 released by evaporating waters in the 
heated portion of the drift. 

The effects of axial transport of water vapor and CO2, and the relative importance of the 
drift-end sinks during the boiling period, are also relevant to the behavior of CO2 during the 
post-boiling period.  First, these effects illustrate that the point estimates of in-drift and near-drift 
CO2 by the two-dimensional THC seepage model do not capture the conceptual uncertainty in 
the composition of the in-drift gas phase.  Second, the high CO2 concentrations predicted by the 
THC seepage model in the post-boiling period are attributed to the long time required for 
dispersal of CO2 mobilized during the boiling period and driven away from the drift by water 
vapor expansion (SNL 2007b, Section 6.5.5.4).  If CO2 is not displaced away from the drift by 
water vapor during the boiling period, but instead is removed by cool drift-end condensate and 
by absorption into formation waters moving past the drift ends, then it is not available in the 
post-boiling period to contribute to the in-drift pCO2.   

Following the boiling period, the lack of axial transport in the THC seepage model is illustrated 
by the repository-center and repository-edge simulations produced by the model.  Peak in-drift 
CO2 concentrations during the post-boiling period occur at the same time, but vary by nearly an 
order of magnitude in the two simulations (SNL 2007b, Figure 6.5-15).  However, conceptually, 
the simulations apply to different locations within a single, connected drift.  Clearly, gas-phase 
CO2 concentrations within an emplacement drift will not vary by an order of magnitude from 
drift center to drift end.  Natural convection, which is effective at circulating water vapor through 
the drift, will homogenize the CO2 concentrations as well.  Pore water moving past the drift in 
cooler areas will provide a sink for CO2 degassed in the hotter areas, and drift-end condensation, 
which continues well past the boiling period, also provides a sink.  Hence, within the hotter parts 
of the drift, CO2 concentrations representing equilibrium with the pore water at the drift wall 
represent an upper bound for the CO2 concentration within the drift.  If the drift ends provide a 
sufficient sink for CO2 generated throughout the entire drift, then the pore water equilibrium CO2 
concentrations will be an upper bound at any location in the heated portion of the emplacement 
drift.  This is the assumption used within the NFC model, which uses the pCO2 in equilibrium 
with the pore water at any given waste package location to represent the upper bound for in-drift 
CO2 concentrations.   
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1.3 SUMMARY 

The THC seepage model provides a single point estimate of pCO2 in the drift at any given time 
step.  Because axial transport of water vapor and gas-phase CO2 is not included in the model, 
in-drift CO2 concentrations from the THC seepage model are under-estimated during the boiling 
period, and overestimated during the post-boiling period.  The NFC model approach captures 
uncertainty in the in-drift pCO2 concentrations related to axial transport, rather than providing a 
single estimate of in-drift pCO2 at any time step. The NFC model provides a lower and upper 
bound for CO2 concentrations within the drift and the TSPA model samples within that range.   

2. COMMITMENTS TO NRC 

None. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED LA CHANGE  

None. 

4. REFERENCES 

SNL (Sandia National Laboratories) 2007a.  Engineered Barrier System: Physical and Chemical 
Environment.  ANL-EBS-MD-000033 REV 06.  Las Vegas, Nevada: Sandia National 
Laboratories.  ACC:  DOC.20070907.0003; LLR.20080328.0031. 

SNL 2007b.  Drift-Scale THC Seepage Model.  MDL-NBS-HS-000001 REV 05.  Las Vegas, 
Nevada: Sandia National Laboratories.  ACC:  DOC.20071010.0004; LLR.20080408.0266.  
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